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Chapter 1036 
“We need to intercept Andrius before he arrives at the Fullers‘!” 
Wade immediately gave the order, gathered many experts from the Medicine 
Sect, and urgently headed 
toward Mount Serpens. 
The alliance between the Medicine Sect and the three great families was a 
united front against the 
Swallows. 
If Andrius were to stir up trouble in the Fullers, it would inevitably lead to the 
collapse of this already 
fragile alliance. 
If the three families were to ally with the Swallow family instead… 
That would be a significant problem. Andrius would not be the only one in 
trouble. Even the Medicine 
Sect would be in a precarious situation and struggle to survive the ensuing 
storm. 
That was Wade’s concern. 
While Wade was organizing the team for departure, Andrius had already 
arrived at Mount Serpens. He 
looked at the towering mountains, deep in thought. 
Now was not the time to take action yet. He had to wait for the experts from 
the Dragon Manor and Lycan 
Manor to arrive. 
“Master!” 
Not long after that, a powerful voice came from afar. 
A dozen or so people approached with an imposing air. The leader had a rosy 
complexion and a strong 
aura. He was an early–stage Martial Emperor whom Andrius had never met 
before. 
Behind him were the four elders of the Dragon Manor who had reached the 
Martial King stage, and the 
seven Martial Lord Dragon Generals. 
Seeing Andrius‘ curious gaze, the leader introduced himself, “I am Marcellus, 
the deputy master of the 
Dragon Manor. I’ve led the Dragon Manor experts here according to the 
Dragon Manor Token’s 
instructions. Please give us your orders, Wolf King!” 
It turned out that he was the deputy master of the Dragon Manor. That 
explained his strength as an early 



Martial Emperor! 
Andrius nodded in satisfaction. 
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lineup from the Dragon Manor was stronger than most ancient martial forces, 
which was quite 
surprising. He wondered when his Lycan Manor would reach such heights. 
Just as he was thinking about the Lycan Manor, a group of people appeared 
not far away. The person 
leading them was none other than Noir. 
“Andy!” 
“Wolf King!” 
“Wolf King!” 
There were several new faces in the team. They were elites who had recently 
advanced to the Martial 
Lord realm. This was their first mission. 
“Mm.” Andrius nodded in acknowledgment. “You guys wait here and assist me 
after I break into the 
Fullers‘ gate.” 
 
Before coming here, Andrius had already informed them about the mission. 
He was just reminding them 
this time. 
“Yes!” 
“Yes, sir!” 
The experts from the Dragon Manor and Lycan Manor agreed. 
Then, Andrius held the Argentum Qilin Spear and approached the mountain 
gate. 
Before long, he saw a massive rock blocking the only path, isolating the 
Fullers from the outside world. 
They had sealed off their gates. 
“Halt! This is the Fullers‘ residence gates. Outsiders are not allowed to enter. 
Leave immediately! 
Otherwise, you’ll face your end today!” 
Andrius had just arrived at the large rock when two guards jumped down from 
above. They sternly halted 
Andrius and displayed an arrogant and disdainful attitude. 
Thud! 
Andrius slammed the Argentum Qilin Spear on the ground, sinking it a foot 
into the ground, and said, “My good friend, Dax Wimbleton, and my disciple, 
Hugh Wimbleton, were taken by the Fullers. I’m here to 
retrieve them today.” 



His voice was calm but carried an unmistakable resolve that no one could 
deter. 
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Chapter 1037 
“Insolence! No one has dared to run wild in the Fuller family before!” 
The two guards were infuriated and berated Andrius as they charged toward 
him, intending to teach Andrius a lesson. 
Swoosh! 
Boom! 
As their fists clashed, it was clear that they were both Great Grandmasters. 
Great Grandmasters as guards… 
Only an ancient martial family could afford that level of security. 
However, they were no match for Andrius. 
Whoosh… 
Andrius met their attacks expressionlessly. With a slight surge of inner energy, 
the guards spat blood and were sent flying backward, completely losing their 
combat capabilities. 
“Hmph…” 
Andrius snorted and proceeded to push the door. 
However, the large rock seemed to be integrated with Mount Serpens itself 
and could not be moved at all. 
Boom! 
The next moment, a glint flashed in Andrius‘ eyes, and he released the inner 
energy of a Martial God, 
fiercely striking the rock. 
Crack… 
A crack appeared and instantly spread across the entire rock. 
Boom! 
Bam! 
Crash… 
With two punches, Andrius shattered the rock that was as large as a villa into 
fragments and powder, 
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Then, he ignored the stupefied looks of the two guards, pulled out the 
Argentum Qilin Spear, and marched 
into Mount Serpens and the Fuller family. 
In the ancestral shrine, most of the Fullers were gathered here. The family 
head, Ronald, the First Elder, 
Sean Fuller, and many other elders and important figures were all here. 



Dax and Hugh were bound to two crucifixes, looking weak with dried blood at 
the corners of their 
mouths. They had clearly been subjected to a great deal of torment in the past 
few days. 
Ronald gave the two a cold and emotionless glance. 
“Today, I, as the current head of the Fuller family, Ronald Fuller, shall execute 
these two unfilial 
descendants as a sacrifice to the ancestors.” 
The Fullers had captured Dax and Hugh to sacrifice them to their ancestors… 
It was unimaginable! 
At those words, Hugh and Dax sneered while bound to the crucifixes, lowering 
their heads. They had no 
more strength left. 
“Sir, something has happened!” 
Just then, a servant rushed in in a panic. 
Ronald frowned and reprimanded coldly, “Where is your decorum in front of 
our ancestors? What 
happened? Speak slowly.” 
“Yes!” The servant bowed his head and reported, “Someone has broken 
through the mountain gates and 
charged into the residence.” 
“What?!” 
This time, it was not only Ronald but also Sean and the other elders whose 
expressions instantly changed. 
Someone broke into the Fullers‘ residence? 
Who had the audacity? 
 
Could it be Norvin’s underlings? 
Ronald immediately asked, “Who are they and how many are there?” 
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Swoosh–Whish! 
Before the servant could answer, a sharp whistling sound came from nearby. 
Then, an odd–looking spear flew through the air like a soaring dragon, 
descending from the sky. It struck 
the ground forcefully less than a meter from Ronald, penetrating the earth. 
As the spear landed, the entire ground trembled violently, demonstrating the 
tremendous power it 
contained. However, the force did not create countless cracks in the ground 
and only sank deeply into 
the earth right where it had landed, showing the precise control of its strength. 
The Fullers were all shocked. 



“It’s me!” 
Just as Ronald, Sean, and the others widened their eyes in surprise, a 
powerful voice sounded out. 
A figure appeared from afar, landing gracefully among them. He was unfazed 
and peerless! 
It was none other than Andrius. 
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Chapter 1038 
Ronald’s eyes widened slightly upon seeing Andrius. 
Andrius had now reached the realm of a Martial God and was no longer the 
weak young man from before. 
He could not be easily controlled. Even when facing Norvin, he could stand 
his ground without using 
weapons or ultimate techniques, proving his great strength. 
Even Ronald was rather fearful. 
However, this was the Fullers‘ residence, so he was not afraid of Andrius. 
Dax and Hugh were immediately overjoyed when they saw Andrius. Their 
eyes lit up. They had been 
waiting anxiously for him, and their despair turned into renewed hope. 
“Andrius!” 
“Master!” 
However, after several days without food and drink, and suffering from severe 
injuries, they were barely 
able to utter cries that reached Andrius‘ ears. 
Ronald did not want to turn hostile immediately and asked with a smile, 
“Andrius, what brings you to the 
Fullers‘ today?” 
Thud… 
Andrius pulled out the spear from the ground and pointed it at Dax and Hugh 
on the crucifixes, saying firmly, “Dax is my friend, and Hugh is my only 
disciple. I’ll be taking them away today, so I hope that you’ll be 
accommodating.” 
Andrius brought the Argentum Qilin Spear, which meant that he was prepared 
for the worst. At most, they would end up fighting. Thus, he was neither servile 
nor overbearing. 
“Insolence!” 
Unexpectedly, just as Andrius spoke, an elder stepped forward and rebuked, 
“These two have long been 
expelled from the Fullers, yet they dare to attack our direct descendants. Their 
crime is insubordination 
 



and rebellion! It doesn’t matter who comes today. They must die. 
“The Fuller family will use their heads to appease our ancestors and set an 
example!” 
The elder spoke reasonably and became increasingly agitated as he spoke, 
not noticing Andrius‘ darkening expression. 
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Swoosh–Whish! 
Before the servant could answer, a sharp whistling sound came from nearby. 
Then, an odd–looking spear flew through the air like a soaring dragon, 
descending from the sky. It struck 
the ground forcefully less than a meter from Ronald, penetrating the earth. 
As the spear landed, the entire ground trembled violently, demonstrating the 
tremendous power it 
contained. However, the force did not create countless cracks in the ground 
and only sank deeply into 
the earth right where it had landed, showing the precise control of its strength. 
The Fullers were all shocked. 
“It’s me!” 
Just as Ronald, Sean, and the others widened their eyes in surprise, a 
powerful voice sounded out. 
A figure appeared from afar, landing gracefully among them. He was unfazed 
and peerless! 
It was none other than Andrius. 
Ronald’s eyes widened slightly upon seeing Andrius. 
Andrius had now reached the realm of a Martial God and was no longer the 
weak young man from before. 
He could not be easily controlled. Even when facing Norvin, he could stand 
his ground without using 
weapons or ultimate techniques, proving his great strength. 
Even Ronald was rather fearful. 
However, this was the Fullers‘ residence, so he was not afraid of Andrius. 
Dax and Hugh were immediately overjoyed when they saw Andrius. Their 
eyes lit up. They had been 
waiting anxiously for him, and their despair turned into renewed hope. 
“Andrius!” 
“Master!” 
However, after several days without food and drink, and suffering from severe 
injuries, they were barely 
able to utter cries that reached Andrius‘ ears. 
Ronald did not want to turn hostile immediately and asked with a smile, 
“Andrius, what brings you to the 



Fullers‘ today?” 
Thud… 
Andrius pulled out the spear from the ground and pointed it at Dax and Hugh 
on the crucifixes, saying 
firmly, “Dax is my friend, and Hugh is my only disciple. I’ll be taking them away 
today, so I hope that you’ll 
be accommodating.” 
Andrius brought the Argentum Qilin Spear, which meant that he was prepared 
for the worst. At most, they 
would end up fighting. Thus, he was neither servile nor overbearing. 
“Insolence!” 
Unexpectedly, just as Andrius spoke, an elder stepped forward and rebuked, 
“These two have long been 
expelled from the Fullers, yet they dare to attack our direct descendants… 
Their crime is insubordination 
and rebellion! It doesn’t matter who comes today. They must die. 
“The Fuller family will use their heads to appease our ancestors and set an 
example!” 
The elder spoke reasonably and became increasingly agitated as he spoke, 
not noticing Andrius‘ 
darkening expression. 
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Ronald, who was listening from the side, closed his eyes silently. 
Bam! 
Right after he spoke, a figure suddenly appeared like a dragon dancing in the 
air, materializing in front of 
the elder, and threw a punch. 
“Pfft-” 
The elder was immediately sent flying and spurted blood in mid–air, forming a 
long arc of blood. There were even white fragments within. It was clear that 
Andrius‘ punch knocked out several of his teeth. 
“Since you’re so eloquent…” Andrius stood where the elder used to be, saying 
nonchalantly, “I might as 
well knock out all of your teeth and see how much more you can say.” 
The unexpected turn of events escalated the already tense situation. 
Seeing this, Sean and the other elders exchanged furious looks and gathered 
their inner energy. They 
were ready to attack Andrius as soon as Ronald gave the order. 
“Andrius!” Ronald’s expression also turned grim as he said coldly, “He was an 
elder of the Fuller family. 
Even if he said something wrong, you had no right to lay a hand on him. 



“Besides… killing Dax and Hugh is merely part of the Fuller family’s rules. 
“Are you really willing to disregard the alliance between the three families and 
the Medicine Sect and provoke a war between the two sides? That’s not a 
wise decision!” 
Alliance? 
War? 
Such heavy words would make most people think twice 
However, Andrius had always been straightforward. Dax had taken good care 
not only of him but also of 
the Crestfalls and Luna. 
“Your Fuller family’s rules don’t interest me.” Andrius narrowed his eyes and 
maintained his calm demeanor, saying, “However, I will take Dax and Hugh 
back with me today. If you refuse, then let’s fight!” 
Ronald’s eyes could not help but narrow at those words. 
Sean and the other elders behind him were also furious. 
Andrius was too arrogant! 
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However, why did the words sound so strange? 
Andrius chuckled. “So, don’t say such words again. We’ll leave together.” 
After a final check, Andrius confirmed that they were both fine and stood up, 
indicating that the duel was 
about to begin. 
 
“Come.” 
Andrius followed Ronald to the Fullers‘ martial arena, holding his spear and 
pointing it at the Fuller 
experts. 
The setting sun cast its radiance across the vast land, stretching Andrius‘ 
figure long and imposing. The 
breeze came and went. 
A tense atmosphere spread in the arena. 
Swoosh… 
The elders exchanged glances at Andrius‘ provocation, and six of them 
jumped onto the arena, forming a 
hexagon around Andrius. 
Whoosh! 
Swoosh! 
The six elders each took out their own weapons, such as swords and spears, 
each with their unique 
abilities. 



“Andrius, be careful,” the leading elder reminded coldly, then immediately 
used the Fuller family’s 
ultimate technique. 
The next moment, six cold glimmers came from six directions, carrying strong 
winds and killing intent. 
If it were an ordinary person, this attack would have been enough to kill them 
on the spot. 
However, for Andrius, especially after being trained by the guardian, such an 
attack was far from 
sufficient. He moved like a dragon, calmly evading the weapons and inner 
energies. His face remained composed, and his steps were leisurely, showing 
no signs of panic. 
Three bouts later… 
Whoosh… 
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Chapter 1040 
The spear strikes were like lightning bolts, piercing powerfully. 
Andrius only used the third form of the Burden of Nine Skies and easily 
defeated all six elders in one 
move. 
“Pfft…” 
“Argh…” 
Swoosh… 
The Fuller elders‘ formation was shattered by Andrius‘ spear. The six of them 
were severely injured and 
thrown back, coughing up blood and groaning in pain. 
It was not Andrius‘ fault. The Burden of Nine Skies was too powerful. It was 
perfectly normal that these 
elders could not withstand it. 
However, in the perspective of the Fullers and especially Ronald’s eyes, 
Andrius‘ actions were a 
provocation! He was using the Fuller family as a stepping stone! 
That was absolutely unacceptable. 
Swoosh! 
The next second, Ronald picked up a large and heavy broadsword from a 
nearby weapon rack. He 
personally led a group of high–level experts into the arena. 
“Andrius, I’ll deal with you myself!” Ronald’s words were filled with boundless 
anger. 
Andrius was not afraid and simply said, “Ronald, I followed your Fuller family’s 
rules, but don’t push me. 



Blades and spears are merciless. If things go south… Don’t regret it.” 
The words were spoken confidently but also arrogantly. To the Fullers, it 
sounded like a taunt! 
“Andrius Moonshade!” Ronald’s face turned pale as he said furiously. “Even if 
you’re a Martial God, you 
won’t be able to defeat all the experts of the Fuller family single–handedly! No 
one can single–handedly 
take on an ancient martial family!” 
This was a battle of honor among ancient martial families. Thus, Ronald did 
not back down. 
“In that case…” Andrius said in a cold voice, “There’s nothing more to say. 
Let’s have a good fight!” 
“Hmph.” Ronald snorted in response. 
1/2 
Swoosh- 
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Then, he began to swing the Tiger Head Broadsword. The sword was the king 
of all weapons. It was powerful with great force and reach. In the hands of a 
true expert like Ronald, the sword moved with vigor 
and grace. It demonstrated the might to split mountains and reverse rivers! 
He was truly deserving of the title of the Fuller family head! 
Meanwhile, Sean and the others did not remain idle. They stood in a neat row, 
raising their hands in the manner they usually did when cultivating the Fuller 
family’s techniques, and their inner energy began to surge and gather. Then, 
they transferred the inner energy to Sean in the front. 
“Sir, here it comes!” 
The next moment, Sean leaped high into the air and struck Ronald’s back with 
both palms. 
Whoosh… 
The terrifying surge of inner energy was like an endless ocean, overwhelming. 
At that moment, after receiving the inner energy from several of the strongest 
Fuller family elders, Ronald reached an entirely new level of power. He even 
seemed to be stronger than Andrius‘ Martial God realm. 
It was like a mountain, so tall that the peak was not visible. 
It was like the sea, so deep that it was suffocating. 
“Take this, Andrius!” 
With a tremendous aura, Ronald used the Fuller family’s ultimate technique–
the most powerful stroke of 
the Impassable Sky technique, the Mountain Splitter. Its surging might was 
truly reminiscent of splitting a 



mountain. 
This was not a spar. It was a life–and–death battle! 
Faced with this situation, Andrius sneered and said, “Ronald, since you made 
the first move and went all 
out against me, don’t blame me for going all out as well!” 
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